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U2 Occupancy and tracking 
studies

I. General consideration
II. Study 1: occupancies in MC PbPb.
III.Study 2: track matching in MC PbPb.
IV.Study 3: downstream tracking.
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General consideration
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• Baseline for inner part: HV-CMOS pixels 100x300 μm.
•  6 layers of silicon, 0.7 m2 per layer giving 18 m2 in total.Current UT design won’t 

cope with U2 conditions.

(See JC's presentation)

❖ UT upgrade is mandatory for pp and heavy-ion physics.

❖ Several laboratories (LLR, IRFU, LPNHE, SUBATECH …) 
have already started to work on occupancies and tracking 
efficiency with pp/PbPb simulations.

https://indico.cern.ch/event/897697/contributions/3786522/attachments/2011370/3361502/UT_Upgrade2.pdf


Study 1: occupancies from PbPb simulations

❖ Similar to pp studies (see Vadym’s talk) but 
for PbPb collisions, both for UT and MIGHTY.

❖ Waiting for new MC sample to finalise the 
study.
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MIGHTY hit density: 0-5% PbPb centrality UT hit density: 0-5% PbPb centrality

Hit density for 0-5% PbPb centrality

LLR + IRFU



Study 2: track matching in MC PbPb
❖ Similar to Zak’s studies (with the same baseline) but 

in MC PbPb. Thanks to him for the code !

❖ Results are compatible with pp data.
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 • VELOUT-TT matching
• nFTHits > 60000 

• VELOUT-TT matching
• nFTHits > 60000 

LLR + IRFU

Strange results with timing info, probably due to MC PbPb configuration.

LongTracks  with p > 5 GeV/cAll LongTracks

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2722097?ln=fr


Study 2: track matching in MC PbPb
❖ Studies also done for VELO-UT matching.

❖ Can be extended to pp scenario.
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LongTracks  with p > 5 GeV/c

• VELO-UT matching
• nFTHits > 60000 

LLR + IRFU

All LongTracks

• VELO-UT matching
• nFTHits > 60000 



Study 3: downstream tracking
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❖ Downstream tracking with GPUs (HLT1):  include long-lived particles at the first trigger level

❖ Strategy: 

➡ Standalone tracking (“seeding”) individually from SciFi and UT.

➡ Match track seeds from UT/SciFi to reconstruct downstream tracks.

❖ Performance shows:

➡ Reasonable efficiency in most categories.

➡ ~35% ghost rates (to be expected from a 4-layer detector without additional information).

➡  Matching to SciFi/VELO should significantly decrease ghost rate.

❖ Plan for U2: quantify and optimize!

➡ Use the feasibility of standalone UT reconstruction (reasonable eff vs ghosts) as a metric.

➡ Additional targets are to study / optimize:
- spatial resolution

- improvements using timing information

- spacing / position /  number of layers (interplay with B-field).

➡ Simulation samples in preparation to perform studies. Run 3 performances

LPNHE

Efficiency study by A. Hennequin



Conclusions
❖ Studies are still ongoing to finalise the numbers. The proposal UT design might be updated accordingly.

❖ Baseline for the FTDR is full a full CMOS UT.

❖ Lists of studies/contributions for the FTDR:

➡ Occupancy studies
- UT occupancies in pp and PbPb collisions.

- MIGHTY tracker  occupancies in PbPb collisions.

➡ Track matching efficiency
- VELOUT-MIGHTY in PbPb collisions.

- VELO-UT in pp and PbPb collisions.

➡ Downstream tracking
- Downstream tracking studies.

- Detector design optimisation studies (spacing / position /  number of layers (interplay with B-field).
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Back-up
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Study 2: setting and definitions
❖ Next slides show results from similar studies in central PbPb collisions.

❖ The method in a nutshell:

➡ Emulate a reconstructed Velo (Velo-UT) segment by smearing the 
MCHits of one MC track and extrapolate to the bending plane.

➡ Emulate a T (UT) segment with the same strategy for all the other 
MC tracks in the event and extrapolate to the bending plane.

➡ Compute the 𝜒2 for all the combinations. 

❖ Settings for the toy model:
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Detector Resolution (x-y) Resolution (p) Resolution(t)
Velo 55x55 μm - 30 ps
UT 100x100 μm 15 % -

MIGHTY 80x80 μm 5 % 30 ps
SciFi 250x250 μm 5 % 30 ps

• Results with 500 tracks from MC PbPb simulations
• Assume full intrinsic detector efficiency
• Cut on tracks: ptrack > 5 GeV/c2< 𝜂track < 4.5



❖ Definition for the 𝜒2:

❖ Definition of reconstructed track: a pair of segments (upstream + downstream) for ∆x(zmag)<3𝜎x; ∆y(zmag) < 3𝜎y…

❖ Definition of ghost: track reconstructed as Best from different segments than the true MC particle.

❖ MC truth match track: a « reconstructed » track candidate for which the two segments are from the same MC particle.

❖ Best track: the « reconstructed » track candidate with the lowest 𝜒2 from all the matching.

❖
Reconstruction efficience ϵreco =

Nrec
track(MCTruth & Best)

NMC
track

Study 2: setting and definitions
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Position

Momentum

Time



Tracking challenges in U2
❖ Large pile-up in pp collisions → large occupancies !

❖ Order of magnitude:

➡ 40 pp@13TeV ~ 40% most central PbPb collisions.

➡ 5% most central collisions ~ 400 pp@13TeV

❖ Improving performances in central PbPb = improving performances in pp.

❖ Challenges coming along with high track density:

➡ Hardware:
- High local hit density, radiation dommage, data rate…

➡ Software:
- Matching and combinatorics for tracking algorithm…

❖ How UT upgrades will improve the tracking performances ?
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